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ON GOMPLETE HANIFOLDS WITH NONNEGATIVE

RIGGI CURVATURE

Gomplete open Riemannian manifolds
n(M ,g) with nonnegative sect10nal

eurvature are weIl understood. The basic theorems are the Toponogov

Splitting Theorem and the Soul Theorem [COI]. The Splitting Theorem has bean

extended to manifolds of nonnegative Rieei curvature [CG2]. On the other

hand.the Soul Theorem does D2t extend even topologieally according to recent

examples in [GM2]. A different method to construct manifolds which carry a

metrie with Rlc > 0, but Da metrlc with nonnegative sectional curvature,

has been given by L. Berard-Bergery [BB]. This leads to the questioD (c.f.

also (Yl]): 19 there any finiteness result for complete Riemannian manifolds

with Ric ~ 0 ? The answer i5 certainly affirmative in the low-dimensional

special eases n - 2, where all notions of curvature coineide, snd n - 3,

where· nonnegative Rieci curvature has been studied by means of stable

minimal surfaces [MSY] , [SY]. On the other hand, J.P. Sha snd D.G. Yang

[,ShY] have eonstructed comple~e manifolds with strietly positive Ricei

curvature ,in higher dimensions. For e~~ple they ean choose the underlying

spaee to be m4 x s3 tth i fi i 1 i f s3 x ~2 attaehed tow n n te y many cop es 0 ~

it by surgery. It is therefore" elear that any finiteness result for

arbitrary dimensions requires additional assumptions.

The purpose cf this paper 1s to establish the following main result.

Theorem A

Let Mn be a complete open Riemannian manifold with Rie ~ O. Suppose

that Mn has diameter growth of order l/no(r ). Then 1s homotopy

equivalent to the interior of a comp~ct manifolds with boundary,

provided the sectional curvature is bounded away from -~.
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The notion of diameter growth requires apreeise definition. Roughly

speaking, we would like to measure the diameters of the "essential

eomponents" of the distanee spheres S(po,r) w.r.t. the intrinsee metrie in

M~B(pO,r.r) where ! < r < 1 is a fixed number. Given any open set

o C Mn, not neeessarily eonnected, we shall write dim(~,n) for the

diameter of any eonnected subset t c n measured w.r.t. the intrinsee

distanee funetion of the open submanifold O. Let C(pO,r) denote the union

of ehe unbounded connected components cf M~B(po,r). We set:

(0.1)

n.'manifold M with base point PO

o(f) [resp. O(f)], if and only if

where the supremum is taken ovar all eomponents of ~ of aC(PO,r).

Definition. Let f: m+ ~·m+ be a monotonie function. A Riemannian

is said to have diameter growth of order

-1
f(r) • diam(PO;r) eonverges to zero

as r ~ ~ • [resp. remains bounded].

This definition will be discussed further in seetion 1. Here we would

just like to point out ehat the details have been arranged in such a way

that the diameter growth condition in Theorem A 1s aa little a restrietion

as possible. The reason for taking the supremum in formula (0.1) rather than

a sum or any other norm becomes even more clear when we present aur result

in a s1ightly more general context. Quite in contrast to the Splitting

Theorem in (CG2]. Theorem A extends to manifolds with asymptotically

DOnnegative Ricei euryature thus golng beyond a rigidity result.
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Theorem B:

Let Mn. be a complete open Riemannian manifold with base point PO' and

for all nq E M . Suppose that

0) there i9 a non-increasing function A

CO(A) - Jr • A(r)dr converges and Ricq ~ -(n-l)· A 0 rO(q) at all

o
points n

q E M ,

i) the sectional curvatures are uniformly bounded from below by

some (negative) constant KO and

ii) Mn has diameter growth. of order o(rl / n ) with respect to PO"

Then all critical points of the distance function r O 1i8 inside some

large ball B(PO,R), which therefore i9 adeformation retract of Mn ,

and Mn i9 homotopy equivalent to the interior of a compact manifold

wi th boundary"

Let us illustrate ~ur results in ane example. Let M(d1 ,d2) be ehe

connected of infinitely copies of
dl d2

1 :s dl :S d2 "sum many S x S t where

(see Fig. 1)

~. <c >

Figure 1
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If d
1

- 1, the fundamental group grows exponentially and there eannot be a

eomp1et8 metric with Rie ~ 0 (e.f. Proposition 1). Nothing ean' be said -
!

using such a classica1 argument - for metrlcs with asymtotically nonnegatlve

Rlcci curvature. If d1 ~ Z it has not been known so far whether or not

M(d1 ,d2) can carry any metrlc with Rie ~ 0 at all. It iso easy to put

complete Riemannan metrics on the manifolds M(d1,dZ) such that their

diameter growth is of order 0(1) ("bounded diametern). By Theorem B these

metries eannot even have asymtotical1y nonnegatlve Rlcei curvature, unless

possibly their sectional curvature K 1s not bounded away from -~.

Let us now discuss the additional hypothesis in Theorems A and B.

Bounding the diameter growth seems to be a very natural eondition. In fact,

It is this eondition which is violated in the Sha-Yang examples. On these

manifolds of inf~nite type the metric can be chosen to have diameter growth

of order at most O(rl / Z). The condition also does not hold for the

Berard-Bergery examples (finite homotopy type, diameter gro~th ~ O(r2/ 3».

However, it does hold in the large class of the Gromoll-Meyer examples. They

all have even bounded diameter.

All these examples have sectional curvature bounded away from -~

Indeed this hypothesis appears to be a fairly weak assumption; it enters our

arguments only in an integrated form (e.f. Lemma 4.2).

In both theorems we have only claimed finite homotype type for every

single n
M , but llQt a uniform bound for a whole class of manifolds. Such a

bound does not even exist for the numbers of homotopy types of compact

manifolds with positive sectional curvature as the examples by Wallach show

[AW1·
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Nevertheless - as a consequence of Gromov's Betti numbers theorem ('c.f. [Al,

[G]) - a uniform bound does exist for the homotopy types with coefficients

in any field. This holds even for non-compact spaces with asymptotically

nonnegative sectional curvature. However, such an estimate cannot hold for

the class of compact manifolds with strictly positive Ricci eurvature,

according to examples in [ShY]. We do not know whether er not in our context

a fixed lower sectional curvature bound K
O

gives risB to an apriori

estimate for all the Betti numbers.

Many results on manifolds with Ric ~ 0 are proven by volume comparison

(c.f. section 1). These arguments are not sufficient to prove Theorems A and

B. We need much stronger bounds for the distance function. In fact, the main

result in section 2 is a tower bound on the height of thin triangles

involving jU5t the lengths of their edges and a lower bound for the Ricci

curvature (c.f. Proposition 2.3 and Corollary 2.4). Here Toponogov's

triangle comparison theorem i5 not required.

Our argument 1s modelled on the basic step in the proof of the

Splitting Theorem; we calculate abound on the Laplacian of certain distance

functions and apply the maximum principle. In the case of the Splitting

Theorem this bound 15 always zero; in our non-rigi~ situation the bound ean

- and will take differ~nt values. This problem 1s dealt with in Theorem

2.1, which seems to be a new estimate on nsubharmonic" Lipsehitz functions.

In sect10n 3 we compute (as far as needed) the explicite bounds for the

thin triangles. In particular, we· analyse the asymptotic curvature eondit1on

so that in section 4 WB will be prepared to prove a new eritieal point lemma

and deduee Theorem A and Theorem B.
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1. Diameter Growth sud Vo1ume Growth.

Our first goal 1s to show that both notions, volume growth snd diameter

growth, can be used equally weIl to d1stinguish qualitatively between

hyperbolic spaces and manifolds with nonnegat1ve Ricc1 curvature. It is a

direct eonsequenee of the definitions that hyperbolie spaee has exponential

volume growth as we1l as exponentia1 diameter growth. Notiee that we are

eonsidering the quantities· diam(S(po,r),M~B(Po,r·r», i.8. we have defined

the relevant distanee betwean two points Q1,Q2 E S(PO,r) as the infimum

over the lengths of only those curves from Q1

M~B(po,r-r).

Proposition 1.1. (linear diameter growth)

to which lie inside

Any complete Rlemannian manifold with Rle ~ 0 has diameter growth

of order OCr) with raspect to any point n
PO E M .

This proposition 1s a direet consequence of Lemma 1.4 below. In order to

make our point elaar, let us state the correspondlng result for volume

growth next.

Proposition 1,2. (polynomial volume growth)

Let Mn be a eomplete non-compact Riemannian manifold with

Ric ~ 0, let be arbitrary, Then

i)

1i)

n
vol B(PO,r) S wn-r

val B(PO,R) ~ 1 (~ - 1).vol B(p r)2 r O'

for

for

r > 0, and

o < r < R.·

Her.s w
n stand for the volume of the euelidean unit ball n

B (1). This

proposition eompletes our elemantary camparison of volums aud diameter
•
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growth. The second inequality is due to E. Calabi and S.T. Yau [CGT] , [Y2]".

Sinee both statements are aetually fairly direet eonsequenee of the

well-known relative volume comparison theorem, it is in faet easy to extend

them - of course only up to same positive faetors - to manifolds with

asymptot1cally nonnegat1ve Rlee1 curvature as we have defined them. (Notiee

that our condition is stronger than the condition of almost nonnegative

Rlcci curvature at infinity, which has been introduced in section 4 of

[CGT]). A result which does not extend i5 the following

Proposition 1.3. (polynomial growth of ~1)

Let Mn be a eomplete Riemannian manifold with Rie ~ O. Then

#(a E "'l(M
D

) I ~all :s r} :s const-r
n

geo

In particular, the first Betti number

by n.

nb
1

(M ,IR) is bounded from above

Here stands for the geometrie norm taken w.r.t. some base point -
PO

in the universal covering -n i.e. ~all geo - d(po,ä-po), where - i9 theM, a

decktransformation representing n The proposition 15 proved bya E ~l(M ).

looking at the Dirichlet cel1 i5 around - and the action of thePo

""decktransformation group. Given Po > 0, one compares the volume of

i5 n B(PO'PO) to the volume of large balls B(pO,r); c.f. [CG2], [M], and

also {An] for further results.

Remark. Working with manifolds of asymptotically nonnegative Ricei

,curvature, one ean in general st best pass to same finite e~vering, and this
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already weakens most decay conditions in relation to the degree of the

covering. This makes it clear where the proof of Proposition 1.3 breaks

down, when turning to manifolds with asymptotically nonnegative R1cc1

curvature. Of course, 1t 1s also easy to give a direct counterexample.

Before we beg1n with the proof of Proposition 1.1, let us recall the

basic tool:

Relative Volume Comparison Theorem. (R. Bishop [5SJ and M. Gromov

[GLP], [MS ] )

Let Mn be a complete Riemannian manifold with Ric ~ (n-l)-~. and

let
n

q E M be arbitrary. Then

(1.1)
vol B (r)vol B(q,r) ~

~~~_~_u.~ ~ provlded 0 ~ r ~ R.
val B(q,R) vol B (R) •

Je

Here B (r) denotes a ball of radius r in the simply connected model
Je

·space of constant curvature ~.

Lemma 1.4.

Let Mn be a comp~ete Riemannian manifold with Ric ~ 0, and let

nPo E M . Then for all r > 0,

(1.2)

Proof. Pick a maximal family of points qj E S(PO,r) such that the balls

Bj - B(qj,e- r ) are disjoint. As Bj C B(PO,(l + €)-r) C B(qj ,(2 + e)-r),

it is standard to conc1ude . using the hypothesis Ric ~ 0 via the relative

volume comparison theorem· that for all j.
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and hance

(1.3)

The balls B(qj,2e r) cover S(PO,r), but they still do not intersect

B(PO,er). In particu1ar, if B(qj,2er) n B(qj,Zer) ~~, then the minimining

geodesic joining qj and ~j" has langth less than 4er and hence does

not interseet B(PO,r-r) either. Therefore the lemma follows direetly by

eounting the number of balls B(qj,2er), as in inequality (1.3).

o

The proofs of Proposition 1.3 and Lemma 1.4 illustrate how one ean get some

length control from volume estimates. This works slnee ,the standard volume

estimates are for metrie balls and involve the radius whieh 1s already a

one-dimensional quantity. We have actually proved more: if Mn is a

eomp1ete Riemannian manifold with- Rie ~ 0, then for all

1and all e E (0'2) the following inequality holds:

n
Po E M , r > 0,

(1.4) 2diam(~j.M~B(Po·(1-2e)r)
j

of theHere the infimum 1s taken over all countable coverings E - (~j)

distanee sphera S(PO,r). It is neeessary to allow that a single E
j

may

consist of several eonnected components of S(PO,r). In this paper we are

not going to compare diameter growth w.r.t. different base points in detail.
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One should eertainly not expeet a better statement than for volume growth;

this notion is known to be independant of the base point only if the volume

does not grow superexponentially. Yithout referring to·Theorem B we do not

know how to prove, in the ease of asymptotieally nonnegative Rieci

curvature, that the diameter growth does not depend on the base point.
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2. Tbin Triang1es.

In this section we present an inequa1ity for thin triangles which

requires on1y a 10wer bound for the Ricci curvature and a110ws to genera1ize

the basic argument in the proof of the Cheeger-Gromo11 theorem [CG2].

We begin with a fundamental estimate on "subharrnoniC" Lipschitz

functions nf : M ~ m. Bounds for the Lap1acian of such a function will be

formulated in terms of ~pper and lower barriers, just as in the proof of the

splitting theorem given by J. Eschenburg and E. Heintze [EH]. An upper

q in the interior of the domain of(lower) barrier for f at a point

, 2
1s by definition a C -function f

q
defined on a given ne1ghborhood u

q

f

of

q that f ~ f (resp. f ~ f) on U and f (q) - f(q).
q q q q

This analytic result already requires the lower bound for the Ricci

curvature. We use comparison with the standard model spaces MD of constant
K.

curvature; in polar coordinates these spaces are usually described in terms

·of the functions:

I
~ sin r;. t K. > 0 cas r;." t K. > 0

s (t) - t K. - 0 and c (t) - 1 K. - 0
K. IC

1
~ sinh r:;. t IC < 0 cash r:;. t IC < 0

-K.

Our estimates in particular will inv01ve the expression

(2.1) JJ G<:~r-l
IC

p:S~r:S..e

dr dt,
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whieh 1s def1ned for o < p s 1, provided 2
~1 ~ ~ . Note ehat the radlal1y

symmetrie funetion h(q) :- ~ (d(p,q),l) on the punctured ball
n,~

B(p,l)\{p) in the model space Mn satisf1es:
~

(2.2) i)

11)

Mt .- 1

h(q)-O, grad hl- - 0
q

on

for

B(p,l)\{p}

q e 8B(p,1)

These two properties determine the function ~ .
n,~

Theorem 2.1.

Let Mn be a comp1ete Riemannian manifold, and let

f : B(p,R) c Mn ~ [O,~) be a Lipschitz funct1on. Suppose that

i) Ric ~ (n - 1)·~ on B(p,R)

ii) d1l f S Cl

111) df ~ C2 1n the sense that for all q E B(p,R) and all E > 0

there exists an upper barrier

df (q) s C
2

+ f
q,f

f
q,f

for f such that

iv) f has a zero z at distance 1:- d(p,z) < R

Then:

(2.3)

Remarks.

f(p) s inf CIP + C2~ (p,l) -: ~n(~,Cl,C2,1)
pe(O,l) n,~

i) Cl ~ O. Considering the zero z of f, it 18 clear that C
2
~ 0 as

weIl.
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1ii) Myers' theorem states that ~.12 ~ n
2 . This inequality 1s precisely

the cond1t1on under which ~n(~,Cl,C2,1) 18 weIl def1ned and depends

continuously on lts parameters.

Proof: Suppose the theorem 1s false. Using the continuity of ~ we can
n

pick ~ < ~ such that

(2.4) and

Similarly these inequalities persist when C1 ,C2 and 1 are replaced by

Cl - Cl + e, C2 - C2 + e and 1 - 1 + e ,provided e E (O,R-i) 1s

sufficiently small. We shail give a lower bound h : B(p,R) ~ [O,~) far f

such that h 1s strictIy positive on B(p,!). In particular, this yields

fez) ~ h(z) > 0, contradicting hypothesis (iv).

In order to define h 2let us consider the piecewise C -functions

-~P : [O,R) ~ [O,~) defined by

C ·(p-d) + C.~ -Cd 1) 0 :s d::s p1 2 n,~ ,

(2.5) ;p (d) - C.rp -Cd 1) p :S d ::s 1
p 2 n,~ ,

0 l:Sd<R

1s strictly convex, there 1s precisely aneS1nce the map

Po E (0,1]

d ~ C em -Cd 1)2 ""nt~ ,

such that the function ~
Po

i8 of class 1C . Clearly

~ (0) - ~n(~,Cl,a2,l) < f(p). We set
.. PO

(2.6) h(q) - ~p (d(p,q»
o

for q E B(p,R).
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It is clear that CI 'C2 > 0 ,so h is strictly positive in ß(p,1) and

vanishes outside this ball. It remains to show that

(2.7) f(q) ~ h(q) for all q E B(p,l).

Since f(p) > h(p), it follows directly from hypothesis (ii) ehat inequality

(2.7) holds on B(p,PO)' In the annulus A - B(p,l)\B(p,Po) oue ean apply

the maximum prineiple: If f - h had a loeal minimum at some q E A, then

its upper barrier f - h would have a local minimum at qq, fj2 . q at weIl.

Here h denotes ehe lower barrier for h constructed in Lemma 2.2 below.
q

Therefore, ß(fq,~j2 - hq)(q) ~ C2 + i - C2 < 0, a contradiction which shows

that a local minimum of f - h cannot exist in A.

o

Lemma 2,2

At any q E A the function h defined in formula (2.6) has a lower

barrier h
q

such that .., .6h
q

(q) ~ c
2

.

Proof: Given q E A, we pick a minimizing geodesie 7 from p to q, Let

d - d(p,q) denote its length. For 5 E (O,d) we set

(2.8) h~(x) ;- for x E B(..,(5) ,1-6'),

Th~ map P ~ c2·~ -(p,1), 0 < P < 1,n,lC i5 decreasing. The triangle

inequality implies that
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.hl(q) - h(q) and

(2.9)
hl(x) ~ h(x) for x E B(~(5),l - 5) .

Since ~ 1s minimizing, lts restrietion to [5,d] remains minimizing, even

when it i5 extended a 1itt1e beyond the endpoint q - ~(d). !barefore the

d~stance function d~(5)(X) - d(~(5),x) 1s differentiab1e in a neighborhood

UJ of ~(5,d] , and so 1s the function hJ. It is a standard fact that

on:s (n.. 1)
s

K.

~grad d~(5) 11 _. 1 snd

ß d~(5)

(Z.10)

'Je compute

•

(Z.ll) 6. d~(5)(q)

.2

[
C;C(d) _ CIC(d-S») • f [Si«T»)n-l
s-(d) s (d-5) s-(d) dr.

IC IC d k

S1nce IC < IC, we· ean pick 5 E (O,d) so small that the expression on the

right-hand s~de is ~ c2. Because of formula (Z.9) the funetion

is tha desired lower barrier at q with ä hq(q) ~ Cz.

o
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Theorem 2.1 has a dlrect geometrie app1ication. Let ~ be a minimizing

n n
geodesie joining two points, PO,p! E M . Given a third point p E M we set

( c • f. Fig . 2.):

(2.12)

ri{p) d(p,P i )

l(p) - d(p,~)

i - 0,1,

and

(the "excess funetion") .

. Figure 2

:By the triang1e inequality,

(2.13) o ~ e(p) S 2-1(p)

We are going to improve this inequality in the region where l(p) 1s small,

i.8. at points p whieh are elose to ~ .

Proposition 2.3

Let and .., be as.above, and let R > l(p). Suppose that

Rie ~ (n-l)K on B(p,R). Moreover, ws assume that ehe Laplacian of the

exeess function e i9 bounded by some eonstant C
2

(R), in the sense

ehat for all q E B(p,R) and all ~ > 0 there 15 an upper barrier

e with 68 (q) S C
2

(R) + ~. Then,q, ~ q, ~
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(
s,.;(r»)n-l
s (t)

,.;

p:St:SrSl(p)

dr dt) < 2..2(p).

In particular, when· ~:S 0,

n ~ 3 ,

(2.15) e(p) S

n - 2.

Here-we have' set 1. - l(p) and C
3

Carollary 2.4

Let and ~ be as above. Assume that is a complete

Riemannian manifold with Ric ~ O. If l(p) < min(rO(p),r1(p»), then

inequality (2.15) holds with

(2.16)

On the right-hand side af (2.15) we see the factor n/n-l1 . The exponent

n
n-l occurs in the border1ine Sobo1ev embedding

the very same resson - it makes both inequalities scale invariant.

When n - 2, the exponent n
n-l takes the value 2. However, there is a

lagarithmie faetar which makes our estimate (near I - 0) even

qualitatively weaker than the bound obtained fram Toponogov'g theorem. But

when n ~ 3 and WB assume anly that Rie ~ 0, Toponogav's theorem daes not

apply.
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PIoof of Proposition 2,3

Slnce dil e ~ 2, and sinee the exeess functio~ e vanishes at the

footpoint Z of p on 1, 1,8. at a point in B(p,R), inequa1ity (2,14) is

a direet eonsequenee of Theorem 2.1. The proof of (2.15) 1s just

eomputational. Using t.s~t2(1) - s~(t) and 1 ~ s~t2(1) s s~t2(1) ~ s~12(1)

we ealculate that

2p + C2(R). I I r",<T>r- 1
dr dt

s (t)Je
pst:srSl(p)

.e 1

(2.17) 2p
n .. 1

C2(r) • II (!.)n .. l dr dt:S + sJe..e 2 (1) • t
P t

1

2p 1 [ 2 2 21n • I I-n ):S + "2 C3 • p .. 1 + t dt ,

P

We regard the above right .. hand side as a function ~(p), It follows from

inequality (2.14) that e(p) ~ inf{~(p) I 0 < P < 1), The function ~ 1s

eonvex, and the infimum 1s achieved at the unique Po E (0,1) with

~'(PO) - 0, or, more explicitly

(2.18) n .. 1 !r . (ln D) 1 .eD
Po - ~3 .. Po S"2 C3

When D ~ 3, we conclude that
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(2.19)

When n - 2, we find

(2.20) e(p) ~ i(pO) - p + C 12 • In !- .o 3 Po

In this case' (2.15) follows by eliminating Po from the right hand side

using the quadratic equation in (2.18).

o

'Proof of CorollakY 2.4: Given l(p) < R< min{rO(p),rl(p)}, we merely need

to show that in B(p.,R) the Lap1acian of the excess function e 1s bounded

n-l n-1
by C2(R) - rO(p)-R + rl(p)-R in the sense of Proposition 2.3. In (2.15) we

can then pass to the l~mit R ~ I(p). So let us pick minimizing geodesics

from to same' point q E B(p,R). We set

(2.21) nfor K E M ,

where S varies between 0 Sand min{rO(p),rl(p)} - R. each function eq

is differentiable when restricted to a suitable neighborhood UO of q.
q

Indeed, e s I UO is an upper barrier for e at q such that
q q
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(2.22)

c.f. formula (2.10). Thus given t > 0, we can choose 5(E) > 0 so small

that ße~(t)(q) S C
2

(R), as required.

o
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3. Explicite Estimates for Manifolds with Asymtotlcally Nonnegative

Ricci curyature.

In this section we are going to determine explicit bound for thin

trlangles in our more general situation.

Proposition 3.1.

Let Mn be a complete Riemannian manifold of dimension n ~ 3, and let

P,PO,PI and 1 be as in (2.12); c.f. Fig 2. Suppose

L :-- d(PO,P1) ~ 2-rO(p) and, moreover, that there exists a

non-increasing function Ä : [O,~) ~ [Ot~) such that

CO(A) - f r A(r)dr converges and Ric 1q ~ -(n-l)oAorO(q) at all

o
n

points q E M . Then the height of the triangles can be bounded from

below in terms of rO(p) and the excess e(p):

Remarks

1) For manifo1ds with nonnegative Rlcci curvature we have - as a direct

consequence of Corollary 2.4 - the stronger estimate:

(3.1') d(P,l) 1 i ( () n-2 ( )l/n _ e(p)1-1/n)
~ 2 m n {ra p I n-1 - I O P
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il) Sinee C4 {2,A) - 0, the Proposition holds trivially for 2-manifolds so

that we need not explieit1y exelude this ease in subsequent

applieations. It has already been explained after Corollary 2.4, that

more reasonab1e estimates In the ewo-dimensional ease should be based on

Toponogov's theorem; WB are not going to state them here.

The eonvergenee of the integral CO{A), whieh is a hypothesis of the

proposition, 1s essentially a deeay condition on the lower curvature bound.

Roughly speaking, this bound must tend to zero a little quicker than

-2eonst.rO{p) . More preeisely:

Lemma 3.2.

Let A : [O,~) ~ [O,~) be a montonic function such that

~

CO(A) - f r A(r)dr eonverges. Then the monotonie funetions

o

(3.2) and

exist, and moreover:

(3.3) and for all r > O.

!his lemma, which has bean proved in chapter 11 of [A] I will be useful

in deducing Proposition 3.1 from Proposition 2.3. However, before we can

actually give this argument, WB need to know more about the analysis of the

decay condition. Let us consider the Riccat1 equation
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(3.4)

For any L > 0

o
~(L) - 0 and

Lemma 3,3.

there are unique solutions ~: (O,Ll ~·[O,~)

~

~ : (O,L) ~ (O,~) such that ~(r) ~ ~ for

such that

r ~ L.

If CO(A) converges. then:

i) The solut10ns o
~(r) of (3.4) depend monotonically on rand on

the parameter L. They are bounded by min{Al(r),JA(r)}, and hence in

the limit L ~ m, they converge to a non-increasing solution

i1) The solutions
~

~(r) also converge monotonically in Land

uniformlyon compact subsets of (O,~) to the solution u . When
~

o < r < L, the following inequalities hold:

(3.5) u (r) < ~(r) ~ u (r) + Ll s min(Al(r),JA(r») + Ll
.

~ L ~ -r -r

. Proof; Part i) of this lemma has also been proved in chapcer 11 of [Al,

where the condition CO(A) < ~ has bean analyzed in detail. Anyway the

common upper bound for the functions o
~ as well as their monotonicity i9

obtained by a simple comparison of first order differential equations. In

order to prove part (ii), let us substitute -1u(r) - u (r) .+ v(r)
~

into

equ8tion (3.4). We see that the function v satisfies

(3.6) v'(r) - -1 - 2u (r)-v(r).
~
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,Sine8. any positive initial value Vo deeays to zero within finite time, we

conelude that any solution u(r) which exeeeds u (r)co at same point eannot

exist global~y on (O,co) and is in fact some
co
~. Equation (3.6) also

imp1ies that
tO 1

u (r) < u- (r) s u (r) + ---L .co L ea -r

o

For any 6 ~ 0 let (S,c:o) .... (O,ea) be the unique non-inereasing

solution of

(3.7)
2

w'(r) + w(r) - A(r) - 0,

with initial data given by 1im w(r) - +=.
r-+&

Lemma 3.4j

Suppose that CO(A) eonverges. Then for all r > 0 and all ~ > 0 there 15

some 6(E,r) > 0 sueh that

(3.8) for' 0 ~ S ~ S(~,r).

1
Proof: Set a - 2(1 + j1+8CO(A». By Lemma 3.2 it 1t c1ear ehat

A(r) S -a(1 - a)r- 2 for all r > 0, and so v'(r) + v(r)2 + a(1-a)r- 2 - 0

Is. a camparison equation far (3.7). rts generie solution Is

(3.9) a 2a-1 62a -1
- - + -- ------r r

r2a-l_S2a-l
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co co
Standard eomparison arguments yie1d wS(r) ~ vS(r) for r > S ~ O.

o

In subsequent arguments the Rieeati equations (3.4) and (3".7), whieh have

been analyzed above, will be used aa (one-dimensional) comparison equ8tions

in the following geometrie context: let d- denote the distanee funetion to
p "

same point p E Mn, snd let c be a unit speed geodesie of finite length

which begins at e(O) - p and whieh does not interseet the cut loeus

-of P ; then d
P

is differentiable along e except at -p
cp

itself, and its

Hessian, viewed as asymmetrie 1,1-tensor, satisfiea

(3.10) V ,Hess d- + (Hess d_)2 + R(. ,e')e' - 0,
e p p

and henee the differential inequa1ity

(3.10') d ,( 1
1

ßd-) + ( 1.-. ßd_)2 + 1
1

< Rle c' ,c'> ~ O.
c n- p n-1 p n-

Proof of Proposition 3.1. It 19 suffieient to consider the esse where

" 1 rO(p)
l(p) < ro(p) - m1n{6r O(p), 1. Let us ehoose l(p) < R < rO(p). Dur

Jl+8CO(A)

goal 1s to apply Proposition 2.3 to the triangle PO,Pl'P, The.lower bound

~ on the Rieei curvature in the ball B(p,R) ean be controlled by means of

Lemma 3.3; it follows that
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(3.11)

5 3 17
< '3 sinh '5 < 16

In·order to be able to use Proposition 2.3, it i8 therefore suffieient to

give a weak upper bound ~or the Lap1acian of the exeess funetion e on the

ball B(p,R). Upper barriers at same point q E B(p,R) ean be defined as in

the proof of Coro1lary 2.4; we saleet minimizing unit speed geodesies 1
0

,

l' fram1
to q. For smal1 6 > 0 and all x E B(p,R). we define:

(3.12)

Again, the point q - 1 0 (rO(q» - 1 1 (r1 (q» lies neither on the cut loeus

af 1 0 (0) nor on the cut laeus of 1
1

(0). The distanee functlons d
"'0(5)

and are differentiable along the curves and

1 1 I (0,r1 (q)], respectively. In particu1ar, the differential inequality

(3.10') ho1ds along bo~h these geodesies.

Sinee Rlel () ~ ·(n-l)A(r), eomparison of (3.10') wlth ehe Rieeati
10 r

equation (3.7) yie1ds

(3.13)

S1nee A 1s supposed to be non·lnereasing, it follows from the trlang1e

inequality that Ricl1 (L-r) ~ -(n-l)A(r). As the parametrization has been
1
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1
reversed, the differential inequa1ity for n-l Ad

1
(6) must be compared to

1

the Riccati equation (3.4) rather than (3.7). We conclude that

(3.14)

6Our estimates above verify that each function e i5 an upper barrier
q

for the excess function e at q when restricted to a suitable

neighborhood u6 of this point. It satisfies
q

(3.15) de~(q) S (n-1).[w;(ro(q» + ~_5(L-r1(q») .

In the limit 6 ~ 0 the right·hand side of (3.15) converge to
. .

co co
(n-l)[wO(rO(q» + ~(L.rl(q»]. Therefore Proposition 2.3 yields

e(p) ~ 2 n-l .(~231(p)n)1/n-l where
n·2

.( 3.16)

Of course, this estimate can be slightly improved by taking the limit

R ~ l(p). From 3.2'and'3.3·we conclude that

co 1
sup ~(L-rl(p)-r) ~ sup {u (L-rl(p)·r) + r1(p)+r}

Irlsl Irl~l co
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(3.17)
3

sup ('2
Irl~

2
Hare we have used the inequalities L - r 1 (p) ~ rO(p) - 2i(p) ~ )rO(p) and

1
r 1 (p) ~ L - ro(p) ~ ro(p), and the assumption l(p) < 6 ro(p) itself.

Similar1y, Lemma 3.4 yields that

(3.18) w~o(ro(p) - l(p» ~ ~5(1 + Jl+8CO(A» 1ro(p) .

Combining (3.16) through (3.18), we obtain

n-l 17 n 1 n 8 2 n-2 ~---------
ro(p)·(Ze(p» ~ (~n:Zl(p» • 5 · 17 -n- (1+Jl+8CO(A»

arid the Proposition 18 proved.

o
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4. A New Cr1tieal Point Lemma.

Before we ean establish our main theorem, we need to reeall another

eoncept:

Fix a point PO E Mn and eonsider the distanee funetion

on M. A point n
p E M is a eritleal point of r o' if and

only if for any non-zero tangent vector v E T Mn there 18 a minimizing
p

geodesie 10 to Po such that (1Ü(0) ,v) ~~. It 18 easy to define a

eontinuous gradient-like veetor field v on the complement ·of the set of

eritleal points of r O' wh1eh gives rise to the

Isotopy Lemma: (e.f. [GS'] , [G])

Let 0 < PI < P2 , and C a eonneeted eomponent of B(PO,P2)\B(PO'P l ). Let

U be an open neighborhood of C. Suppose that C eontains Da critieal

point of rOt Then there exists

.i) an isotopy from B(PO,P2) to B(PO'P 2)\C which 1s the 1dentity map

outside of Ur and

i1) an isotopy from M~B(pO,P2) to (B(PO'P 2) U C) whieh is the identity

map outside U.

The hypthesis on seetional eurvature enters the proof of Theorem B

through the following

Lemma 4.1. (eritiea! Point Lemma)

Let Mn be a eomplete Riemannian manifold with base point PO' and let

p E Mn be a eritieal point of r O' Suppose that:
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0) there is a non-increaslng function ..\ : [Ot co ) ... [O,co) such that

co

CO(~) - Jr~(r)dr converges and that R1clq ~ -(n-l).~orO(q) at all

o
points

n
q E M ,

i) . the sectional curvatures of Mn are bounded fram below by _A
2 where

A is same positive constant, and

ii)
3 4 r----

:- max{2A ' 17A (1 + j1+8CO(..\»)·

Then any minimizing geadesic fram Po ta a point in B(PtC4A-1+I/nro(p)1/n),

when extended beyond its endpoint, will meat the cut lacus

before its length exceeds 2r
O

(p).

of

as in Proposition 3.1.

Proof: Assume on the contrary that there 18 a minimizlng geodesic 1 from

such that

Because of hypothesis (li) we knaw that

(4.1) ) ~ C • A-1+l/n. () 1/n4 r O p

Therefare Proposition 3.1. imp1ies that 1
e(p) S 2A .

On the other hand, we can reason as in the proof af the standard

critical point lemma: Let ~l be a minimizing unit speed geodesic fram p

to P1' Since p i8 a crltical point of r
O

' ehere exists a minimizing

geodesic ~O from p eo such ehat
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- - 5consider the points Po - ~O(p) and Pl - ~l(P), where P - 4A . The

triangle inequality implies e(p) - 2p - d(PO,Pl)' Applying. Toponogov's

- -theorem and the Law of eosines to the i909ce1es triang1e PO,PPl' we obtain

that

(4.2)

2
cosh Ad(PO'Pl ) s cosh Ap. Altogether:

-1 2 1
e(p) ~ 2p - A areosh(eosh Ap) > 2A

This eontradiets the upper bound for the excess obtained from Proposition

3.1, and the lemma i9 proved.

o

Remarks: i) Recs1l that the standard eritiea1 point lemma i9 proved by

applying Toponogov'9 theorem twiee (c.f. [G], [GS]). We have replaced one of

these steps by our estimate in Proposition 3.1. This way WB ean make use of

a lower bound for Ricei eurvature, whieh in our ease is quantitative1y

eonsidereably stronger than the lower bound for sectional eurvature. The

priee paid for work1ng with the weaker notion of curvature is that WB ean

on1y eontrol the he1ght d(p,~) of the triang1e PO,P,Pl from below,

·rather than its angle at· PO'

-1 2i1) Since the function 2p - A ·arccosh (eosh Ap) is monotonically

increasing in p and bounded by A- 11n(2), it 1s elear thae we are not

5losing mueh when ehoo9ing p to be 4A in the proof of the lemma. We

emphas1ze that Toponogov's theorem 1s on1y needed to get a uniform estimate

for the excess of the apriori bounded eriang1es PO,PP1. This suggests that

a lower bound for sectional eurvature which we have required in Lemma 4.1

might just be a technica1 hypothesis. It 15 an open question whether there

i9 a critieal point lemma which involves ~ a lower bound on the Ricei

curvature.
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Roughly speaklng, Lemma 4.1 confines the sice of the set of crltlcal

points. This re9triction, which i9 non-trivial on all complete Riemannian

manifolds, can be made more explicit for spaces satisfying a suitab1e

diameter growth condition.

Proposition 4.2:

Let Mn be a complete Riemannian manifold with base point PO' Suppse

that

0) there i9 a non-increasing function A '(O,~) ~ (O.~) such that

co

CO(A) - J r..\(r)dr converges and Ricl ~ -(n-l)..\ o ro(q) at all
q

0

points n
q E M ,

i) the seetional eurvatures are uniformly bounded from below by _A
2

where A is some positive eonstant, and

i1) there ex1st9 ~ > 0 such that diam(PO,r) < C4(n,A)A-l+l/~rl/n

for all r > Rl .

Tben, all eritieal points of r O are contained in ehe union of

B(pO,RZ) and all bounded components K of M~B(PO,R2)' where

3 4
R2 - max (~'2A' l7A (l+}l+BCO(A»).

Notiee that the constant contains a faetor n-2
n-l' and so hypothesis

(11) implies that Mn has dimension n ~ 3.

Proof' Assume on the contrary that there 1s a critical point p of

whi~h l1es in an unbounded component C of M~B(PO.R2+S). for some S > O.

8y the Hopf-Rinow theorem there exists a sequence of points P
j

E C,
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1 :S j < co, such that rO(p j ) ... co in the limit j ... (0. Let 'Yj
be a

minimizing geodesic from Po to Pj . It is a standard fact that a

subsequenee of these geodesles 'Y j
eonverges towards a ray '1 emanating

implies that

'Y[R
2

+ 6,co] c C. On the other hand our eritiea1 point lemma

-1+1/n l/nd(p,'Y) ~ C4(n,A).A rO(p). Using hypothesis (ii) we

eonclude that p and "( 0 rO(p) 118 in different eonnected components of

the distance sphere S(pO,fO(p».

Figure 3

!his figure depicts the basic problem whieh has been taken eare of in the
proof of Proposition 4.2. Our reasoning Is essentially that on the one hand
the annulus A(t,p) must eantaln a eritiea1 point-of r

O
' since the curve

c(t) leaves the eomponent E(t) of the distance sphere S(po,rOoc(t», while

on the other hand it cannot contain such a point by the estimate given in
Lemma 4.1.

From the way the ray '1 has been constructed, it 19 clear that thera 19

a rectifiable curve c: [0,1] ... C such that c(O) - '1 ° ro(p) and

c(l) - p. Let ~(t) be the connected component of S(PO,rO(c(t») wh1ch

contains "( ° rO(c(t». Consider the set
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A - (t E [0, 1] I e (t) E L( t) ) .

Now 0 E A, 1 E A, and A C [0,1] is a c10sed subset. Our" indirect proof

will be accomplish by deriv1ng the contradict1on that A 1s an open subset

of [0,1] as weIl. For this purpose let us pick some t E A. By hypothesis

(ii), there is an E·neighborhood U E(t) - (x E Mn I d(x,E(t» ~~) of
~

~(t) such that

Choosing p > ° sufficient1y smal1, we may assume that the intersection of

and U L(t)
€

is a

conneeted eomponent of A(t,p). In light of Lemma 4.1, inequality (4.4)

:implies that the component A(t,p) n U E(c)
~

contains no eritieal point of

r o' and therefore the isotopy lemma applies to this pieee of the annu1us. In

this context let us eonsider an open neighborhood U(t) of t in [0,1]

such that ~(t')· C A(t,p). n U 1:(t) for all t' E U(t). The isotopie.s of the
E

set A(t,p) n U t(t) in its neighborhood U 1:(t), which we have obtained
~ ~

above, show that c(t') E t(t') for all t' E U(t). Hence U(t) C A, i.6.

t is an intarior point of the subset A C [0,1].

o

Proof of Theorem B:

In dimension n - 2, we are just dea1ing with asymptotically nonnegative

seetional curvature, snd Theorem B turns out to be an easy Corollary to the

proof of the Betti numbers theorem as given in [Al.
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'In the general case when Mn has dimension n ~ 3 it 1s evident that

there exists same radius R
1

> 0 such that diam(PO,r) < C4(n,A)A~1+1/nrl/n

for all r > ~, simply because we are assuming that Mn has diameter

growth of order a(r1/ n). Hence it follows from Proposition 4.2 ehat äl1-

sritieal points of r O are contained in same large-ball ,B(PO,R). Notice

that we da D2t claim that M~B(PO,R2) has on1y finitely many bounded

.connected components K; this is on1y true for the complement of a generie

closed ball. Anyway, all but flnitely many of ehe connected components K

are contained in B(PO,2R2), and this is all we have used.

nSinc& M i9 connected, the other assertions in Theorem ß fallow now by

standard isotopy arguments.

o

Theorem A is a special ease af Theorem B, and so we have praved ·it as

weIl. Finally let us point out that, in ease one on1y wants to deal with

mariifolds of nonnegative· Ricci curvature,. the isotopy arguments in the proof

of Proposition 4.2 are not needed. Instead we could refer to the following

Proposition 4,3.

Let Mn be a complete Riemannian manifold with Ric ~ O. Then

(4.5)

for any bounded domain 0 c Mn. Moreover, given any ball B(PO,r) C Mn,

the boundary of each component of the complement M~B(pO,r) must be

connected.

Proof: As any eornplete manifold with two er,more ends contains a 1ine, we

conclude fram the Cheeger~Gromoll splitting theorem that ehe universal
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covering Mn has at most two ends. Now (4.5) follows by counting the

-n ~preimages in M of the point [M \OJ

using the commutative d1agram:

in the quotient space Mn/(M~O) ,

J'n ~
-----;>0 Mn / (Mn,n)

Suppose there 1s a ball B(PO,r) such that the boundary of M"\S(po,r) has

two or more connected components. Then n
1r'l(M) contains an infinite cyclic

group by van Kampen's theorem. Now a contradiction to inequality (4.5)

arises, since j~ 15 injective on this infinite subgroup of '1r't(M
n) ,

prov1ded n 1s chosen suff1ciently large.

o
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